Abstract-Depth Image Based Rendering (DIBR), as a freeviewpoint synthesis technique, enables interactive selection of the view for watching. However, many rendering methods based on DIBR usually bring contour, crack and disocclusion artifacts. To address these problems, we propose effective methods to remove these artifacts. Firstly, before warping, the reference depth maps and color images are analyzed to find the regions causing contour artifacts. A combination of depth map edge detection and color consistency correction is applied to the analysis. By omitting warping the found regions, the synthesized views contain no contour artifacts and edges of foreground objects are well preserved. Secondly, cracks are filled using surrounding noncrack pixels rather than filtering for local consistency and smoothness. Thirdly, we apply a method based on texture extrapolation with depth information to inpaint the disocclusions. For two well-known sequences, 'Ballet' and Breakdancers', we obtain large Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) gains in comparison to state-of-the-art techniques. In addition, the proposed method also obtains good results in Structural Similarity Index Measurement (SSIM) and visual quality.
INTRODUCTION
With the development of computer techniques, transmission and display of digital images and videos become increasingly popular in a number of applications such as 3D video display [1] and 3D reconstruction. To satisfy the new requirements in terms of free-view and immersive experiencing, multi-view imaging (MVI) has attracted much more attention. As one of the most important applications of MVI, free-viewpoint TV (FTV) [2] brings a new visual experience where users can interactively select the view whilst watching videos.
Recently, Depth Image Based Rendering (DIBR) is emphasized, which involves the projection of a viewpoint into another. In general, two surrounding reference images are used in DIBR for view synthesis [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . But there are different kinds of artifacts in the synthesized images based on DIBR. Three major artifacts need to be solved in such cases, which include contours caused by pixels at boundary of high depth discontinuities, cracks due to sampling rate of the reference image and disocclusions remained after blending projected images. Fig.1 shows the artifacts before processed. In this paper, we propose efficient algorithms to solve these artifacts. Firstly, depth map edge detection and color consistency correction are used in labeling pixels from contours, and only unlabeled pixels are used in 3D warping and blending images. Secondly, the depth differences are used in identifying crack regions and non-crack regions and cracks are filled using surrounding non-crack pixels. Thirdly, the hole artifacts are filled using texture extrapolation with depth information. Experimental results have demonstrated the efficacy of the proposed approaches. Detailed description of the proposed approaches and relevant results are reported in the next sections. This paper is organized as follows. The related work is summarized in section 2. An overview of proposed algorithm is presented in section 3. The main removal approaches of artifacts are described in detail in section 4. In section 5, we show the experimental results and have a discussion. Finally, the conclusion is made in section 6.
II. RELATED WORK
Depth Image Based Rendering (DIBR) techniques use depth-plus-video data for free-viewpoint rendering. The 3D sense representation based on depth-plus-video combine the advantages of geometry based representation and image based representation. Comparing to geometry and image based representation, depth-plus-video 3D sense representation does not use explicit 3D models and a large number of images and only depth map and fewer images need to be processed [8] . Previous research on DIBR from one reference image has two inherent limitations, which are viewpoint dependency of textures and disocclusions. To overcome these limitations, most recent methods employ warping from two surrounding reference images to a virtual viewpoint. Disocclusions from one reference are compensated by the other view. Zitnick et al. [9] pointed out that three main artifacts need to be removed in rendering a high quality virtual viewpoint. First of all, pixels at high discontinuities tend to cause contour artifacts which need to be fixed. Secondly, empty pixels and holes due to insufficient sampling of the reference images need to be filled. Thirdly, the remaining disocclusions after blending the warped images need to be generated.
To overcome these artifacts, recent research involved different methods. We classify the techniques into three categories according to different kind artifacts. We will review some typical techniques as follows.
Techniques of contour artifacts removing
In the reference image, because of borders staying in high discontinuities, the blended images always contain contour artifacts. Muller et al. [13] provided a free-viewpoint rendering algorithm based on a layered depth map presentation. They defined three layers: foreground boundary layer, background boundary layer and main layer. They first project the main layer and get the blended image. Secondly, they projected foreground and background boundary layer and they used a simple depth test to avoid contour artifact existing. The quality of this algorithm is not measured. It also requires amount of pre-process and post-process.
Mori et al. [5] used boundary matting method to remove contour artifacts. After 3D warping, they expanded the boundary to background direction and successfully removed contour artifacts in background, but this method is not efficient to the contour artifacts in foreground.
Luat et al. [6] first detected the foreground boundary in depth map and labeled the unreliable regions which corresponding to Fig. 3 . When they did 3D warping they only used the unlabeled regions. This method may remove the contour artifacts, but boundary shrinks to the foreground direction which damages the foreground objects.
Techniques of crack artifacts removing
Crack artifacts often occur in the virtual image after forward 3D warping. Each point from an original image is projected separately into the virtual view, and falls in general onto a floating point coordinate. This position is quantized to the nearest neighbor position of the integer sample raster. Unfortunately, quantization may leave some samples unfilled being visible as thin black lines in Fig. 5(a) . In some case, such cracks in foreground regions are filled by background information.
Mori et al. applied a bilateral filter. This method is efficient to the cracks in background. But this method didn't consider depth information and was not efficient to cracks filled by background information in foreground regions. Based on the algorithm of Mori et al., Luat et al. proposed to process the virtual depth image with a median filter. Afterwards they compared the input and output of the median filter and performed an inverse warping when pixels have changed. This method can fill cracks both in foreground and background, but its inverse warping may increase computational errors.
Techniques of disocclusion inpainting
The blended virtual images often contain some disocclusion regions which are visible in virtual view but occluded in both reference views.
Mori et al. inpainted disocclusion regions with the method proposed by Telea [14] .This method used only texture information and no depth information. Using this method, the inpainted regions between background and foreground may contain blurs. Luat et al. introduced inpainting method with depth information on the basis of Telea's method. In [15] , each virtual view image featuring disocclusions is compensated using image information from a causal picture neighborhood via a background sprite. Residual uncovered areas are initially coarsely estimated and then refined using texture synthesis. Chen [16] proposed edge dependent Gaussian depth filter and interpolation to fill holes.
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III. PROPOSED FREE-VIEWPOINT RENDERING ALGORITHM
An overview of proposed algorithm is given in Fig. 2 . The synthesis approach can be treated as a mapping process with some processing steps which are used to remove the artifacts during the map process. In our algorithm, the inputs are two reference views with depth and color images.
The first step is depth reliability analysis, which is used to analyze the misalignment of sharp depth map edges as detailed in Section 3.1. The misalignment of sharp depth map edges is the major cause of the contours in the synthesized images, and our solution to solve this problem is presented in Section 3.2. The second step is warping. In order to reduce the computational errors, when the depth map of the reference plane is projected to virtual view, the textures corresponding to the depth map are directly copied.
The third step is crack-filling. The insufficient sampling of the reference image introduces cracks in the synthesized images. To preserve the original warped information and achieve good filling quality, we propose a crack filling method which need not filter and re-projection. Instead, we use the surrounding depth and color information of non-crack pixels for crack-filling, and relevant method is discussed in Section 3.3.The next step is alpha blending which used to synthesize the warped images together.
The last step is disocclusion inpainting. After get synthesized depth maps and textures, the images still contain disocclusions, due to the fact that some parts of the sense can be seen at the synthesized view but invisible in the reference views. The surrounding non-hole pixels with depth information are used to fill these disocclusions.
IV. ARTIFACTS ANALYSIS AND SOLUTIONS
In this section, we will give detailed description of proposed approaches for solving the major artifacts in synthesized images.
Depth map reliability analysis
Generally, the depth map captured by depth camera or estimated from video frames may not align with color view correctly. Depth map is a piece-wise image that has large homogeneous regions within scene object and contains sharp changes at object boundaries. However, the edges in color image usually have intensity changing smoothly over transition regions where the object boundaries contain combination of foreground and background. There are detailed descriptions in [17] . Generally, if the depth map aligns with the color image as showed in Fig. 3(a) , the object's sharp boundary edge will be at the transition region of color image. However, if the depth map misaligns with the color image, there are two kinds of misalignments between depth map and color image. The first kind misalignment is showed in Fig. 3(b) where the object's sharp boundary edges of depth map align with the foreground of color image. The second kind misalignment is showed in Fig.  3(c) where the object's sharp boundary edges of depth map align with the background of color image.
The synthesized image will contain contour artifacts if these misalignments are not processed. Mori et al. applied a boundary matting method. After 3D warping of depth maps, they expanded the occlusion region to background direction, this erased the mixture of foreground and background color in the background and the occlusion region were filled by the other warped depth map. As this can only remove contours in the background, and fail to deal with contours in the foreground in Fig. 4(b) .
Luat et al. proposed a depth map preprocess method which detected the foreground boundary, and labeled the boundary as unreliable regions. When they did the 3D warping, they only warped the pixels that are not labeled. This method can get a good result for the alignment in Fig. 3(a) . For another two kinds of misalignment showed in Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 3(c) , this method still can't yield satisfactory results. For the first kind misalignment when the edge of depth aligns with foreground of color image, this method can remove the contour, but it also erased the foreground of color image. This becomes more apparent especially when the foreground object is thin, such as fingers showed in Fig. 4(a) . For the second kind misalignment, this method will bring contours in the foreground region as shown in Fig. 4(b) . To deal with all three cases of misalignment and remove the contours we propose a new method based on depth map edge detection and color consistency correction. This is discussed in detail the next subsection. 
Contour artifacts removing
According to the above analysis, the depth map can be refined in the preprocessing stage in order to remove the contour artifacts. For this artifact, we need process all the three kinds of alignment or misalignments. To this end, combination of depth map edge detection and color consistency correction is employed.
In the proposed method, firstly we analyze the depth maps and find out the unreliable regions. If pixels in depth map are satisfied (1) or (2), they are labeled as unreliable pixels. Pixels satisfied (1) correspond to foreground and pixels satisfied (2) correspond to background, respectively.
Where S is the image space, D denotes the depth map of the reference camera and T d is predefined threshold. Generally the mixture region of foreground and background has a width of two to three pixels. To detect such regions, the image block to be examined should be larger than this size, and this is why we use a 5x5 block above. We only warp the unlabeled pixels in the depth map and thus there will be no contour artifacts in background of the synthesized view. This process is effective for contours in the background. We needn't worry about excessively erasing the background of depth map as the erased region will be filled by the other reference view. Although it may also remove contours in the foreground, the object boundary shrinks to the foreground direction which damages the foreground objects, especially those small or thin ones such as fingers showed in Fig. 4(a) .
To preserve the foreground boundary information and remove contours in foreground at the same time, further work based on color consistency correction are used as follows. First, for every pixel that satisfied (1), we search its neighbor pixels in eight directions and find the nearest unlabeled pixels in each direction. Second, we calculate the differences of color values between current pixel and the unlabeled pixels that in foreground. We re-label the pixels to reliable if (3) is satisfied. 
In (3), R is the unreliable region which satisfy (2); parameter 8 N  , denotes the eight directions; i c denotes the color value of the nearest unlabeled pixel in direction i . c T is a predefined threshold. As we can see, if the unreliable pixels in depth map satisfy (3) which belong to the foreground of color image, they should be relabeled as reliable regions. This process preserves foreground boundary and removes contours in foreground at the same time. The results are given in Fig. 4 (c). As can be seen, our method has the advantage of removing contours from both foreground and background whilst preserving the foreground boundary information.
Cracks filling
Small cracks often occur in the entire image area and are introduced by the forward mapping nature of image-based 3D warping. In this section, we will present our method for crack filling. To fill the cracks efficiently and preserve the original warped depth information of non-crack regions, we propose a method that only fills cracks and does nothing to non-crack regions. Usually the width of crack is one to two pixels. First, we used (4) 
Where S is the image space, D denotes the depth map of the synthesized view, d
T and n T are predefined thresholds, ij f denotes the difference between the current pixel and each surrounding pixel.
, uv crack is a flag, indicating whether current pixel is in crack or not. We check the depth difference between the current pixel and each surrounding pixel in a 55  block. If the current pixel is in crack regions, most of the surrounding pixels are not in crack regions, we will get a large summation. On the contrary, if the current pixel is not in crack regions, summation will be small.
After detecting cracks, we use the surrounding pixels which are not in crack regions to calculate average values to fill pixels in crack regions, specified by (5). 
Alpha blending
After the warped images were removed contour artifacts and filled cracks, we blend the two images to one using the (6) (
In ( uv depth image. While depth value equals to zero, it means this pixel stay in disocclusion region which corresponding to the black blank regions in Fig. 6 . These pixels can't be used for blending.  is a weighting coefficient defined in (8).
L t , R t and t are the translation vectors of left camera, the right camera and the virtual camera, respectively. The blending result is shown in Fig. 6 .
Disocclusion inpainting
As we can see from Fig. 6(c) , after blending two warped images into virtual image, the synthesized image still contains disocclusions. These regions either occur due to erroneous depth values, or are areas that become visible in the virtual view, while being occluded in both original views. Most disocclusions inpainting methods are based on texture extrapolation. These methods may get good results when disocclusions only surrounded by foreground or background. If the disocclusions are surrounded by both foreground and background, the inpainted regions often contain a certain Figure 7 . the inpaiting result amount of blurs. In the experiment, we found that the disocclusions are always background and not part of foreground. On the basis of this fact, we use texture extrapolation based on depth information to inpaint the disocclusions, specified by 
Here, O is the disoccluded region, parameter 8 N  , d is the distance of current pixel to the edge of the disoccluded region and i C is the texture value of edge pixel in direction i . T is predefined threshold. In this summation, only those texture values belonging to the background are used. The advantage of this method is that no blur exists between foreground and background. The drawback is that the inpainted region may become a low-frequency patch, when the disocclusion region is large. Fig. 7 shows the comparison between traditional texture extrapolation and our method.
V. RESULTS
Image dataset
To evaluate the performance of proposed method, the wellknown multi-views sequence of -Ballet‖ and -Breakdancer‖ are used. The camera setup of the test sequences consists of eight reference cameras positioned along an arc, spanning about 30 from one end to the other. Both of the two sequences include 100 images captured from every camera. The depth maps were computed from stereo and also included for each camera along with the calibration parameters. The captured images have a resolution1024 768  . We select camera 4 as the virtual view and compare the generated images with the reference images.
Expeimental results
Both subjective and objective evaluations are applied to evaluate the performance of proposed method. For objective evaluation, the synthesized images are compared with the reference images in the virtual view based on the Peak signalto-noise ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity metric (SSIM). For subjective evaluation, we present some synthesized images and compare with the reference images.
To compare the object performance of our proposed method with those in Mori et al. [5] and Luat et al. [6] , average PSNR results calculated over 100 images are illustrated in Fig.  8 with changing distance between the left and right reference cameras. The distances are calculated by LR t t t t    which defined in (8) . To compare the performance in detail, Fig.9 (a) and (b) show detailed PSNR results of 100 images synthesized by camera 3 and camera 5. The average PSNR of these images are corresponding to the first points of proposed method in Fig.  8(a) and Fig. 8(b) , respectively. In order to evaluate our method more comprehensively, we also present our SSIM results in In order to evaluate subjective performance of our method, we present some synthesized images in Fig. 10 . Compared with the reference images, our results obtain good visual quality.
Discussion
As can be seen, for the two sequences, our approach has significantly outperformed the other two and generates much higher PSNR values than them. The large gains are caused by the fact that we successfully remove the contours in foreground and background and we preserve the foreground boundary information at the same time. Our crack-filling method only focuses on the crack regions instead of using filtering which may break the original warped information of non-crack regions. Our disocclusion inpainting method is based on depth information and reduces blurs in the synthesized images.
From experimental results, we can see that the quality of synthesized images have large difference between the two sequence. Through the study of dataset, we find that the scene of -Breakdancer‖ is more complex than -Ballet‖ and the depth maps are calculated using stereo vision algorithm, so the depth maps of -Breakdancer‖ have lower accuracy. The rendering method based on DIBR is sensitive to the accuracy of depth maps.
We also notice that with the increase of distance between left and right reference cameras, the quality of synthesized images become worse. When the baseline between reference cameras becomes larger, there will be more computing errors and larger occluded areas.
Through the above analysis, the qualities of synthesized images are sensitive to the depth map accuracy and length of baseline between reference cameras.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The view synthesized using methods based on DIBR always contains various artifacts, where contour, crack and disocclusion artifacts are typical cases which have veritably degraded the quality of the synthesized images. In this paper, we propose effective methods to remove such artifacts. Based on depth map edge detection and color consistency correction, contour artifacts are successfully removed from both foreground and background whilst preserving the foreground boundary information. For filling cracks, depth difference is applied to detect crack and non-crack pixels. The proposed method for filling cracks is proved to be effective. With the disocclusion regions, we applied a method of texture extrapolation with depth information. Experimental results on two well-known sequences have demonstrated the promising results of the proposed approaches. According to quantitative assessment using PSNR, the proposed algorithm outperforms two state-of-the-art approaches. Good results also are obtained in SSIM and visual quality. To get good synthesized result in large baseline and faster rendering speed, future work will focus on large baseline and real-time free-viewpoint system.
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